
Let's Make Beautiful Things Together

Where to Start?

First confirm you have all card elements and pre-plan your card
layout. Just to get an idea of how you want it to look.

Contents:

1 White card base
1 Cloud embossed panel
1 Scallop frame
1 Clear acetate panel
6 Rainbow pieces
1 Black stamped sentiment
Sequins
1 Light blue panel
5 Cloud die cuts
Foam strips (2 long, 2 short)
Foam square
1 Mailing liner  (mailing liner only 
needed if you mail your card)**
1 Coordinating envelope*

Let’s Begin!

Kit # 139

Just some info: ADHERE means to stick
your card elements together using a tape
runner, a double sided tape, a liquid craft
glue or any combination of those. If I
specify a type of adhesive, that’s because the
situation will work BEST using the
recommended adhesive 🙃 But you can
always just use what you have!



Let’s begin by adhering the rainbow pieces to the cloud
embossed panel. I did this by lining up the ends of my largest
piece (the red) with the side and bottom of my cloud panel. This
gave me good placement for all of the pieces. 
Using a liquid glue, adhere the red arch in place so that the ends
meet the edge of the panel. Next glue the other rainbow pieces
in order from largest to smallest.
Now place narrow double sided tape right along the square
cutout edge on the back of the scallop frame. Carefully place
your acetate piece over the adhesive to cover the open square.
This will create the window. This is hard to adjust once it’s in
place...something to keep in mind!
Your next step is to put the foam strips on the rainbow/cloud
panel. Remove the release paper from the front and back of the
strips and place them along the edges of the rainbow panel. This
will create the space for your sequins to move. I tried to measure
each strip so that they would fit together, but they might need a
little trimming. Make sure to match each corner up carefully so
that no space is left open. You don’t want your sequins escaping!
Next, put the sequins on your rainbow panel. Make sure no
sequins are on the foam strips. That needs to be clean of any
debris for the next step.
Now, carefully set your scallop/acetate window on to the foam
strips of your rainbow panel. This will seal your sequins inside.
Take your time with this step. It’s almost impossible to
reposition the scallop frame once it’s down. TIP: Sometimes it’s
helpful to apply a liquid glue over the foam adhesive to give
some adjustment time. If you do that for this step, make sure
you use only a little glue so that you don’t risk it smearing onto

We’ll construct the card front first.

You’ll need the Card base, the embossed cloud panel, the scallop
frame, the acetate, the rainbow pieces, the sentiment, the sequins,
the foam square and the foam strips.
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Adhere the dark pink paper strip to the
bottom of the light pink panel.
Adhere the dark pink bow to the center
of the yellow gift die cut, then adhere
the gift to the pink panel.
Now adhere this panel to the inside of
your card.
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2.

3.

And you did it!

Thank you so much for crafting with me!
Don't forget to use the hashtag #sandiscardscreations on

instagram to share your finished product and be featured
in my story!

*Confirm postage needed when mailing
**mailing liner is used as a barrier over the card front to protect it during

shipping

Now let’s decorate the inside of our card!

the acetate piece.
7. Using double sided tape, adhere the foam 
square to the back of the sentiment and then 
adhere your sentiment to the front of your 
card. Use example picture for placement 
ideas.
8. Your final step is to adhere your 
constructed shaker card front to the front of 
your card base.


